
How to use demand data for… PRODUCTION

Demand Expressions® are a measurement of the desire, engagement, and consumption of TV content, weighted
by importance: for example, actual content consumption like watching an entire episode is scored as a much 
more important expression of demand, than a simple “like” on a social network.

For further support, please don’t hesitate to reach out to
insights@parrotanalytics.com

Optimize Talent Composition

Business Questions:

• Will casting particular talent improve the performance of this planned series?

• Is the premium price for this actor worth it?

The talent starring in a show can affect a series’ performance.  Parrot Analytics’ data provides 

an empirical tool to cast talent by comparing actors’ works on the basis of popularity.  The 

chart on the left illustrates that while on average both actors’ titles drove more than 3x times 

the demand of the overall drama genre, Actor A’s shows are a third more popular than Actor B’s, 

making her the more desirable choice.

Parrot Analytics captures the data surrounding the important occurrences surrounding talent 

popularity, such as critical recognition.  Because demand data is reported on a daily basis, 

spikes can be analyzed against these specific events.  The chart on the right illustrates the 

effect of Actor A winning an Emmy.  The event drove almost the same demand for the show as 

the release of the upcoming season’s trailer illustrating the impact Actor A has on the overall 

show and making them an appealing consideration for future castings.
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Better understanding the power certain talent has to influence a show’s popularity allows 

producers to optimize talent composition decisions to ensure premiums are only expended 

when demand data suggests a meaningful return.
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